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Target group

1: Families with kids and 2: Young people driven by design &
innovation

Observation

Inside the vehicle in rainy seasons water falls by introducing wet
umbrellas, in the additional BUZZ there may be water
obstructions in the rails of the vehicle's seats.

Conclusion

It is important to avoid humidity inside any vehicle, because water
can present problems for internal electrical components and can
also be uncomfortable and turn the floor of the vehicle into a wet
or slippery surface.
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Solution

An umbrella case printed on any thermoplastic like ABS can solve the
problem of wet umbrellas inside the BUZZ. The 3D printing facilitates the
customization of mesh for ventilation, the hanging tabs of umbrella with
rope and textures in low relief for lower water collection container that can
be removed or exchanged for another different pattern. These texture or
mesh patterns would be designed by fashion or customer preferences for a
style somewhat similar to the figure below right.
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/ideas/70749
https://uploads2.jovo.to/idea_attachments/835154/vwenricor-05c_bigger.jpg?1537736780
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Need addressed by this
product

Umbrella container printed on
any thermoplastic such as ABS.
This proposal adapts to different
sizes of umbrellas, the small
ones are hung in tongues of
exagonales flanges. Easy to use,
hung on a button attached to the
door frame St
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https://uploads1.jovo.to/idea_attachments/835161/vwenricor-05ca_bigger.jpg?1537737407
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Further elaboration of the
product

It is important to avoid moisture
inside any vehicle St
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https://uploads0.jovo.to/idea_attachments/834648/vwenricor-05a_bigger.jpg?1537519283
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Creative's profile

Enrico Roncancio
Industrial and product Designer
Bogotá, Colombia

Third party materials used

https://hips.hearstapps.com/amv-prod-cad-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/01/VW-Buzz-thebuzz-offers120-copy.jpeg?
crop=1xw:1xh;center,center&resize=884:*

https://cristinamcallister.blogspot.com/2012/01/art-spotlight-shakti-air-
spirit.html

https://hips.hearstapps.com/amv-prod-cad-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/01/VW-Buzz-119-thecenter.jpg?
crop=1xw:1xh;center,center&resize=884:*

https://www.manutan.nl/nl/mnl/waarschuwingsbord-valgevaar-aluminium

https://www.rybnik.com.pl/wiadomosci,wysokie-temperatury-pse-wprowadza-
ograniczenia-w-dostawie-pradu,wia5-3266-27933.html
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/ideas/70749
http://www.jovoto.com/community/enricodesign
http://www.jovoto.com/community/enricodesign
https://hips.hearstapps.com/amv-prod-cad-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/VW-Buzz-thebuzz-offers120-copy.jpeg?crop=1xw:1xh;center,center&resize=884:*
https://cristinamcallister.blogspot.com/2012/01/art-spotlight-shakti-air-spirit.html
https://hips.hearstapps.com/amv-prod-cad-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/VW-Buzz-119-thecenter.jpg?crop=1xw:1xh;center,center&resize=884:*
https://www.manutan.nl/nl/mnl/waarschuwingsbord-valgevaar-aluminium
https://www.rybnik.com.pl/wiadomosci,wysokie-temperatury-pse-wprowadza-ograniczenia-w-dostawie-pradu,wia5-3266-27933.html
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